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ABSTRACT

Architectural historians have always seen the Islamic
city and Islamic house as unsystematic in design and layout.
In this work I show that there is a basic spatial symbolism
predating, and then adopted by, Islam, based on three major
concepts. The first is that there is a residual notion of
center as something sacred; secondly that instead of
dichotomies or binary oppositions space in Islamic
architecture is a continuum and lastly that the center of
the center, whether or not it has any visible symbolism,
(fountain for example) is an axis mundi, or vertical axis to
the heavens. These features are seen not just in urban and
housing designs, but also in mosques, madrassas, and garden
layouts.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Islamic civilization in the Middle East has often been
defined in terms of its buildings, especially its religious
ones.

For scholars the study of Islamic architecture has

concentrated on 1,300 years of architecture as art history,
defining the built form mainly in terms of the origin and
spread of artistic influences from other civilizations.
Over the last twenty-five years a change has slowly
come about; and in contrast to the above methodology for
studying the Middle East, the intent is now to look on Islam
as culture.

This is a product of the relentless pace of

modernization in the Middle East where Muslim and non-Muslim
alike now deplore the loss of Islamic identity in the new
built forms and city scapes while however, not having come
to any consensus on what that Islamic identity may be.
The Islamic style city (see Brown 1973:20), persisting
for a millennia, is no longer seen as a sign of stagnation
but as a response to both climate and to the Islamic ideals
the style upholds.

Thus scholars have now begun to question

what are the cultural ideals, social values and practices in
an Islamic society and also how these are manifested in
built form.

As Douglas has said reality, or knowledge for
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any group is socially constructed, and this is something
those outside anthropology are only now recognizing (Douglas
1973: 4-12).

This symbolic translation of Islam into

architecture will be the focus of this paper.
Let us first make clear that Islamic religious
philosophy is all pervasive in the pre-modern architecture
of the Middle East.

This is most clearly seen by comparing

it to Christianity.

Are the West's cities Christian in

layout?

Are our schools, hotels, universities and homes

laid out on Christian principles?
And yet for Islam this is natural.

We do not think so.
All architecture is a

manifestation of religious beliefs (Brown 1973:24).
In this essay I will discuss Islamic architecture both
monumental and domestic, concentrating on the socio-cultural
attitudes to space, which in Islamic culture is more
important than the buildings themselves, showing how these
attitudes have persisted over the millennia and how the
people of Islam have adopted ideas to their own metaphysical
usage.

I will do this by first outlining at length Muslim

history and philosophy as these pertain to the cultural
developments that have influenced architecture, leading
later to a specific focus on the courtyard.

The idea of a

central courtyard, covered or uncovered, as a focus for both
religious and secular architecture, and therefore, deeply
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imbued with cultural meaning, will be the main thrust of
this paper.
I hypothesize that the concepts of enclosed/enclosing
space, although undergoing changes over the millennia, have
remained viable in the Middle Eastern consciousness as a
cultural entity representing a centralizing mechanism on
both the macro and micro scale.

And that these spaces are

also a representation of a sacred space whos£ center, in
turn, has a special import (a concept of negative space).
And further that this negative space ideal strongly exists
in Islamic architecture at all levels and can best be
understood as a manifestation in a cultural art of the basic
Islamic religious philosophy known as the doctrine of unity
(this doctrine however pre-dating Islam see pages 12, and
13).
As a theoretical concept I shall look at the use of
*

space from the concept of the three orders of space as
developed by Dr. Dennis Doxtater of the University of
Arizona's architecture department.
First order space is a physical manifestation of a set
of beliefs, a concrete expression of the cultural order
either folkways or religion.

First order space is not just

a way of organizing, but a working out of one's own culture
over time.

You learn about your society by observing the

ritual actions of others.

Here the spatial/physical is a
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primary means of constructing the mental/culture world.

The

way meaning is inbred into a culture's spatial concepts over
time shows one where to do certain things: meaning is
attached to form.
significance.

Thus the built-form is imbued with ritual

By manipulating spatio-symbolism for social

purposes first order space is on evocation, not an
expression of world view.

Thus, for instance, religious

overtones in design are straightforward to a member of the
society, but would be without recognizable meaning to a nonmember.
Second order space is less symbolic, it is a more
concrete thing, something to be used, and although dependent
on architectural forms for orientation, functions somewhat
in opposition to them.

In exerting behavioral control

second order space is not a statement of the social order
but of the socially approved path.

Here space itself has

value, and its exterior communicates identity and status to
a non-integrated group.

Unlike first order space it is not

linked to objects, but instead to behavior as an expression
of the subject group's principles.

Second order, unlike

first, is also more imposed, using architectural space for
social role modeling.

An example would be how certain parts

of a town would be "men's areas."

Third order space,

concerned with rank and hierarchy does not come within the
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purview of this paper (see Durkheim & Mauss in Douglas,
editor 1973: 32-37).
It is the intent of this paper, in using only first and
second order space concepts to follow Needham's analogic
classification which is in contrasts to those based on
hierarchy and rank, because recent studies of Middle Eastern
cities have used a structural analysis of built form using
binary opposition categories such as public/private,
scared/profane, male/female, with the implicit hierarchical
assumptions this implies.

As Islam is so deeply embedded

with concepts of member unity I wished to look at built form
on a different level (see Needham 1980: 8-9, 14-19, 46-48
and 54).
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CHAPTER 2
THE ISLAMIC STYLE
Islam grew out of the pagan religions and debased
Byzantine Christianity of the 7th century A.D.

Its prophet

Mohammed and his followers were urbanite merchants managing
the long camel caravans that went from Saudi Arabia and
Yemen to the Mediterranean coast.

His uncle was a Christian

and a large percentage of his fellow citizens were Jewish
(thirty to fifty percent in some towns in the area of MeccaSana'a while most of the rest were pagans (personal
communication Dr. H. Kassis Islamic scholar).x
It is out of this ferment of conflicting religions that
Islam was born, and it is essential to understand that the
new religion saw itself as a cleansing of this muddle; as a
bringer of purity, simplicity and unity.

To do this The

Prophet Mohammed is not perceived as sanitizing the holy
places of other religions (as in the Christian relation to
Judaism).

Muslims see their history as replacing the

existing chaos, and thus deny the historical nature of

XI

put this in for future reference. It would be
interesting to see if Jewish cosmology influenced these
concepts or belonged to the same Middle Eastern cultural
group.
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cultural traits that Islam has incorporated as its own as
will be discussed in the body of this paper.
When I speak of Islamic culture and Islamic ideals and
philosophy I am speaking of a blend of cultures that go back
roughly 5000 years before the Prophet Mohammed.

Essentially

Islam organized the folk culture that already existed,
although it denies this.

Unlike Christianity in the West,

an outside imposition of foreign culture and values, Islam
is a synthesis of the ancient Near East.
In trying to supplant the religious milieu around him
Prophet Mohammed decreed a clean break from the past.
Earliest Islam therefore eschewed folklore, mysticism and
cosmology.

However like many a prophet before and since,

his followers overrode these ideals as the centuries past,
and many of the old beliefs became entrenched as orthodox
parts of Islam.

Thus, in architecture early Islam focussed

on removing meaning from built form to overcome the
"corruption" of the past.

In denying symbolism to built

form, religious buildings simply became instead imbued with
ritual on the level of second order spatial concepts.
Buildings were to be spaces for the community to pray.

They

are not holy (like a first order Christian church) in
themselves (see figure 1).
As an expression of the social order (to be explained
further on) buildings, and not just religious buildings,
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were to bring the believer to quiet contemplation, not awe,
to calm one's senses, not excite them.

Even elaborate

decorations (like the arabesque) were to confuse the mind so
that it would be empty and unfocussed.
concentrate on one thing:

One was to

an abstract, undescribed, all-

pervasive God.
And yet, despite the prohibitions the folk meanings did
creep in, alongside representations of the philosophical
attitudes that are the hallmarks of Islamic architecture in
its broadest sense.
The most important of these to the use of space in
Islamic architecture, is the doctrine of unity which is the
very foundation of Islam.

To be a Muslim is not, as in

Christianity, to profess the faith, but is to belong to "a
community of believers."

Historically (until the mid-20th

century) one belonged not to a state, town, or any other
polity except this community of believers, be it
neighborhood, city or wider.

Leadership, of town or empire

was vested in one who was able to hold together a group of
believers.

"Church and state" in the western concept is

inexplicable to a Muslim.

One's membership in the local

mosque is the only way of accessing membership or power in
society.

The result of this architecturally is a system

from settlement patterns downward through city plans to
houses and other individual buildings (including mosques)
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that all repeat in symbolic layout the core of true
believers surrounded by ever increasing parameters of those
more and more divorced from the true path of Islam.

This

orientation, philosophically and architecturally, is not one
of dichotomy between sacred and profane but of ever
increasing circles from belonging to not belonging.

In such

a system everything is a reflection of God's world and he is
revealed in every aspect of life.

This, the doctrine of

unity, is the force behind the all encompassing Islamic
attitude to everyday life.

It is what makes a town, a

school, a hotel or a university distinctly Islamic.
Islam multiplicity and diversity co-exist:

In

they form a

completed whole, but as single harmony not a multiple
reality.

Islam prefers shades of grey to black and white.

City plans too, reflect the doctrine of unity, for the
city itself is an ever decreasing series of second-order
boundaries.

At the center of the city is home and family,

then next the neighborhood, often a copy of rural patterns
in its relationships, for people residing here will be
related, or from the same rural area or village.

Or having

lived for generations in the neighborhood will be as family
to each other (see Brown 1973:32).

Families of all classes

reside together, adjoining the particular part of the souks
(bazaars) where their jobs lay.

Each neighborhood has a

small mosque, and the larger quarter (cityward) enveloping
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it a mosque for the group.

Quarters make up a town and the

town mosque (the jami or Friday mosque) should hold a good
proportion of the town's population.

The Islamic city

itself was primarily residential, and a resident seldom (and
only with good reason) ventured into a neighborhood not his
own, if he did try he was sure to be soon lost in the
twisting lanes.

Visiting merchants were held to the outside

edges in caravanserais or weklats (courtyard hotels) just
inside the gates (see Lapidus in Brown, editor 1973: 60-68).
Peasants from the countryside gathered at the city
gates or just outside them, to sell their wares to a series
of middlemen who moved them into the city.

In an ever

growing ripple of circles then, on both the macro (town
which was walled) and micro (the neighborhood) levels the
social order was reinforced by this second order spatial
patterning.

Instead of oppositions there is a gradation:

relatives are best, strangers the worst and non-Muslims
beyond the pale.
Another example of this idea of continuum is in the
attitude to the laws of Islam.

Unlike Christianity these

are not "musts" but "shoulds;" mistakes, as long as they do
not offend the wider community, are something that happen to
us all, they are to learn from and correct, not carry
around, as Christians do, as sin and guilt.
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Thus for Muslims identity is a sequence of
possibilities, as their architecture is a sequence of
spaces.

As we see from the above the doctrine of unity in

trying to avoid the first order symbolism of Islam's
predecessors in fact created a concept of second order space
where spatial patterning becomes an expression of the
group's principles of organizing identity.
The architecture of mosque, madrassa (an Islamic school
or college) souk (bazaar area), place or home is in each
case a sequence of spaces within a sequence of spaces within
a city.

The identity of individual buildings, and of the

city, is therefore the relationship of the elements, not the
elements or forms themselves.

In other words the

relationships of spatial symbols to each other, a classic
example of second order space.

Repeated centricities are

the focus, and these like God do not have to be visible, as
in first order space.

The local mosque may be tucked away,

hardly seen, its decoration plain outside, its artistic and
architecturally glories reserved for inside, for true
believers (see figure 2).
This is very different from the ritual use of space, in
the first order sense, that we see in Christianity, where a
space surrounding an altar (and often railed off), or even
entry to a building, signals a space as sacred.

Likewise

movement through physical space, linearly, as up a church
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aisle, has connotations of being more and more religiously
imbued as you near the altar.

This too is absent in Islam,

or at least it is supposed to be.

A mosque is not a holy

place, nor is the mihrab (the niche which is the focus of
prayer as it is aligned to Mecca), or the space between the
believer and the place he prays to, the Ka'aba in Mecca,
Saudi Arabia.

The Ka'aba, a cube-shaped building (the

origin of the word cube in English), is at the center of a
massive courtyard and is Islam's one sacred object with
physical form.

It is the center of the Muslim world, to

which, from every direction (see map figure 3) Muslims pray.
At fifty feet high it is the one vertical axis which for
Muslims reaches to heaven.

So, although space in the built

environment is arranged symbolically according to second
order concepts (as expression of the social order), I think
that the sacred Ka'aba, centered in its courtyard and
representing God in his heaven, is a first order concept on
a massive scale that is continually repeated in the
concentric circles of Islamic philosophy and in turn through
the downward continuum of the Islamic built environment into
the home and ultimately its central courtyard, as the "holy
of holies."

This of course begs a question:

if the Ka'aba

in its courtyard is the sacred central focus for all Islam
on the macro scale is there a sacred center on the micro
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scale within the courtyard itself: a concept of negative
space?
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CHAPTER 3
THE COURTYARD
I will now turn to a study of examples of the
courtyard, in its various forms, through history, showing
the persistence of centricity as a second order dictate.
And, I suggest, also a first order notion of the sacredness
of the courtyard's very center as containing an object,
visible or invisible, that represents religious beliefs, in
a tangible way.
If we look at ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia we already
see the existence of discreet city quarters and of
courtyards in houses (see Badawy 1966:83).

In the case of

Mesopotamia there is a developed centrality in the temples
with the holiest spot a central ziggurat (cone tower) or
pyramid.

Cities also were often laid out with temples at

the center (see Badawy 1966:83).
Both societies, the dominant powers for millennia at
either end of the Middle East, were riverain valley cultures
and in both origin myths tell of a primeval piece of land
emerging from the watery surround.
Constantly beset by floods, the emergent knolls of dry
land become the horizontal symbols of god's grace and of
god's heaven in their verticality.

The altar, and the dais
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of a pharaoh or king are therefore not just the primeval
knoll, but subtle verticalities to the heavens, while the
larger scale ziggurats or pyramids are a more obvious
vertical connection.
In the repeated floods of the Nile and Mesopotamian
rivers, not always benign, one can imagine the inundated
land with only its villages on their knolls, with the sacred
temple on the highest, and in turn its central vertical axis
reminding all of god's grace and the promise of return to
dry land again.
If then the primeval knoll is sacred so also must be
all dry land a gift from the gods hence the courtyard on the
micro scale may be the watery chaos, where on the macro
scale it can represent the sacred emergent land (see figures
4, 5, and 6).
Later in ancient Egypt the cultic temple was arranged
differently, but told the same story.

Here there was a

linearity, where one proceeded through the gate into the
courtyard whose walls of paintings showed you were in water:
even the columns of the arcades, if any, would be of water
plants, usually papyrus.

As you proceed through the temple

the ground rose, and the wall paintings took you through the
marsh whose hypostyle hall columns were abstractions based
on marsh plants.

One then proceeded up through a series of

small halls to the "dryland" in the inner sanctuary.

Here
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stood a dais inscribed as representing the dryland/ with the
god sitting upon it (see figure 7 and Baines [for both above
and below] 1976 ).
The Egyptian sun temple however was arranged more
simply as a first order space with its primary purpose as
ritual space, with an obelisk, altar or both in the center
of a courtyard aligned to the cardinal directions, the
outbuildings and priestly cells surrounding the courtyard2
(see figure 8).
The ancient Egyptian house also reflected these
concerns with centrality.

In the smaller peasant house

there was an outer courtyard with rooms or sheds around it.
For poorer people the rooms served for a large extended
family of relatives.

For those of middle and upper class

this courtyard often became the central salon of a suite of
rooms, its roof raised above all others.

It would be the

main living and entertaining room of the house.
For the middle class (see Badawy 1968:65, 102, 112, and
Assad 1983:15, 17) a single vertical pillar made the
spiritual connection, and the roof remained elevated.3

2John Baines, "The Temple in Ancient Egypt," Lecture
at the University of Arizon in Tucson on 7 November 1988.

*As roofs were barrel vaulted mud brick pillars were not
a necessity, except of course for multiple stories.
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Seating in all classes of houses, was around the edges, more
specifically, on the raised dais.
For the wealthiest, two to four pillars held the
central hall, with one or two wall dais for sitting, and a
smaller wall dais to hold food.

In the largest homes the

"sitting" dais were large enough to hold furniture.

There

is also some trace of occasional central fountains (see
Badaway 1968:101).

Even in the bedroom the bed was placed

on a raised dais against the wall (see Badawy 1966b:25).
We can see then that notions of axial contact as both
first and second order space were already well developed in
ancient Egypt and persisted throughout its millennia of
existence.
And it can be seen in other forms.
finished backs:
wall.

Statues had no

they were always meant to stand against a

Even today it is a social insult in Arab culture to

"show one's back" to someone.
It is hard to discover if there was any consistent
cosmological orientations that followed through the various
levels of society.
However tombs were always built on the west bank of the
Nile, where the setting sun god "died" each night.

Royal

relatives buried round the tomb were always to the east side
of it.

Royal palaces were usually built on the north side

of towns, as in Amarna and Memphis.

Temples were aligned to
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face the Nile on a west-east axis, and were mainly located
on the east bank.

When however the Nile itself bent out of

north-south (it is a stretched out "S" curve) the temple was
still built to face the river.

At Edfu this meant a temple

aligned north-south, although its porch decoration and
alignment are to the east.
Occasionally a dais was in the temple compound, thought
to be for Pharaohs' visits, which had four sets of stairs
one each for the cardinal points.

The art work on the dais

stating this directionality as a symbol of Pharaoh's power
over all the world (after Badawy 1966a:37), an obvious
notion of centrality with the pharaoh and his dais the
vertical links to heaven in a first order manner.
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CHAPTER 4
BYZANTINE INFLUENCE
The next major influence on the Middle East was the
Byzantine or Eastern Christians who occupied the area until
the coming of Islam.

They too used ideas of central axis to

the heavens, and below I will briefly discuss those features
that were carried from the Byzantines into the Islamic
culture and were manifested in Islamic architecture.
Islam took three major symbolic concepts from the
Christians (while as noted earlier, denying it), each again
reflecting notions of centrality as a metaphysical concept.
They adopted, in architecture, the cruciform plan, the
throne apse, and the dome.
The quincunx (cross-in-square) had existed in secular
buildings in Palestine from approximately 200 AD (for this
and below see Ettinghausen 1972:26,49,50-57) and was taken
into Byzantine Church architecture, and from there to the
palaces of the Omayyad Muslim rulers, as especially seen at
Khirbet-el Mofjar, which like the Byzantine church had a
central highest dome and four smaller domes at the center of
each of the quadrants of the roof.

Prom the 9th to the 12th

centuries it was popular mosque style from North Africa
through Central Asia, although only nine examples of this
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style still exist.

Although art historians have suggested

it is radically different from the arcades-around-acourtyard standard mosque, implying Islam had no
philosophical attachment to the central courtyard mosque, I
would suggest that the naos (the central domed area) was
simply a covered courtyard, the pillared aisles around it
the arcade of the outdoor mosque.

It is interesting to note

that while the Byzantine dome was plainly decorated at the
peak, the Islamic dome was always decorated with a "spinning
rosette" pattern, an obvious manifestation of the center of
the center-*:

a horizontal component to the verticality of

the dome (aee Ardalan and Bakhtiar 1973:109).
course, can be both sky and heaven.

The dome, of

(see figures 9, 10 and

Ettinghausen 1972:26, 25,and 56)
Later examples of this type of mosque, in 13th to 15th
century Anatolia, replaced the dome with an inner court
where the roof was open or semi-covered with a smaller
lantern dome and large open windows.

In these mosques the

"arms" of the cross, the central naves, are arcaded only at
the second story level, while the rest of the building is
arcaded on both floors.

(Ettinghausen 1972: 50-57 and

••Likewise the dome over the axial center inside a mosque,
popular until the 16th century and modelled after the
Christian Church dome (see Salam-Liebich 1983:22, 93 and 95).
So there is both a vertical axis for the whole complex in the
courtyard, and one for the prayer area. Note it is not over
mihrabs but centered in the room.
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especially 56).

These two styles correspond to the plan of

the main rooms in an Arab mansion.

The arms become the

iwans* (the seating areas) whilst the central domed area is
the dorqa'a usually vacant and unused, or as I would
suggest, imbued with metaphysical concepts of a central holy
place to be avoided.

(See further along).

Islam also adopted the Byzantine ruler's throne apse,
which was always located in the west, and combined it with
the Coptic (Egyptian) Christian custom of praying to a niche
in the east, that represented the rising sun.

The result

was the mihrab, the apse in the mosque wall that points the
believer to Mecca.

In Egypt the early Muslim mosques, and

prayers always remained far more to the east than the
direction to Mecca would warrant.
the same design today:

The mihrab is still of

a half rosette or shell pattern (a

1/4 of a sphere) placed atop a vertical niche, which has a
rounded back, framed by a stonework arch whose sides suggest
pillars holding up the arch.

The mihrab, with these

concentric and vertical axis, is a strong, focal point on the
qibla (direction of Mecca) wall whose decoration is always
of a horizontal nature.

(see Ettinghausen 1972:33)

®Iwan or liwan or ivan or eyvan depending on whether
Turkish, Arabic, or Persian pronunciation and consequently
spelt all ways in English. Also seen as livanat (the plural).
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The throne apse, which had come to Byzantium from the
Sassanians (Persians) seems also to correspond to the Roman
triclinium or banquet hall.

Here, as in later Byzantine and

early Islamic buildings of the same nature, seating for
guests was at round tables in apses that lined the sides of
the hall - the center was bare - left for entertaining or a
fountain.

(Ettinghausen 1972: 60-62).

Once again we see

this nonuse of negative space at the center.
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CHAPTER 5
MOSQUES AND MADRASSAS
The mosques and madrassas (colleges) of Islam will now
be discussed for their use of these second order
mani festations.
The first great mosque of Islam is the Omayyad Mosque
in Damascus, built in 715 AD.
arrangement:

It follows the traditional

central courtyard surrounded by arcades, with

one of these arcades wider than the rest and walled off:
this is the prayer hall of the mosque (Salam-Liebich 1983:
26-7).

There is a fountain in the center of the courtyard,

to perform the washing before prayer.

Most writers conclude

that this is the sole reason for such fountains, but they
are not always for washing and may be purely decorative (or
symbolic as I would suggest).

Likewise the absence of a

fountain and its replacement by a empty open air domed
building is usually taken to "symbolize" a fountain, or
taken to have "been over a former washing fountain",
although no foundations of such are seen.
Although an ablutions fountain in the center of a
courtyard is common in mosques, it is not required:

the

washing area may be anywhere, and it does not have to be a
fountain.

It is my contention that this, or any other
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central feature, is a vertical sacred axis, and where a
tangible built form is not present the center of the
courtyard is still avoided. And it must be remembered that
running water is one of the joys of the Islamic paradise.
I have twice visited the Omayyad mosque as I have
visited others, and have always noticed that people walk in
a wide berth around the central area of the courtyard, even
if it contains no built form at all.

(See Salman-Liebich

1983:175, 183, and Brookes 1987:181).
Ibn Toulon, the great Cairo mosque finished in 879
A.D. and covering six and one half acres has at its center a
dome raised on four walls each of whom's sides are pierced
by large open arches:

there is nothing inside.

The 14th

century jami, (Friday mosque) "al Taubah" in Tripoli,
Lebanon is the same, with niched half-walls raised on
pillars and surmounted by a dome, over the empty central
area.

(Although due to spatial considerations the courtyard

is not square).
and 95).

(See figure 11 and Salanr-Liebich 1983:93,

The 13th century Great Mosque of Tripoli also has

a domed, arched building but it contains a fountain, a
double symbol of heaven (see Salam-Liebich 1983:22).®
In the 13th century the Caliph Salah al-Din (Saladin of
the Crusades) introduced a specific design for Islamic
sAs this structure is not a square in a square I wonder
if one section isn't "empty" and the other a fountain.
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educational colleges.
to this day.

These madrassas follow the same plan

The building is a cruciform with three or four

iwans (open fronted rooms) surrounding an inner square
court.

This court could be covered or uncovered, but since

the 15th century has always been covered.

Obviously even

covered this is another example of such a building design
representing an open sky courtyard.

Some mosques also

follow this style (see figures 12, 13, and Brown 1973:299).
The central court of a madrassa was never used, for
the students took their lessons seated in the iwans.
(Briggs 1974: 79, 68-70 and 129).

(See figures 13, and

Brown 1973:299).
The other previously noted building that follows the
central courtyard plan is the caravanserai (or Khan or
weklat), the hotel for business men and traders located at
the city's periphery.

(see Salam-Liebich 1983:175, 183).
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CHAPTER 6
THE ISLAMIC GARDEN
Gardens too reiterate the plan of the courtyard as a
place not to use:

a negative space.

As well, it's center

is a place of special potency, usually with a central
fountain.

The most surprising aspect of such gardens is

that they are not usually made to walk through.

In Islam,

where paradise is an outdoor garden with running water and
fountains, the open air space, whether a courtyard with
fountain as in a mosque, or a real vegetative garden, has
sacred connotations and is therefore looked at, not entered.
Arcades, iwans or open air rooms and verandas are provided
to look into the garden:

a glimpse of paradise.

As the

garden is a symbolic retreat from the world, a symbol of the
ultimate sanctuary of both home and heaven, it remains
inviolate (Briggs 1974: 139).

It usually has a center,

itself with both concentric and vertical axes allusions.
(See Brookes 1987:181, 86, 179, and 46).
Garden design follows the classic pattern of Islamic
metaphysical thought:

the courtyard as the center of the

world, the primeval Knoll, with its own center inside it,
which represents the vertical axis.

This is of course very
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expressive of the doctrine of unity.

(See Brookes 1987:181,

86, 179, 64, and 46, and Ardalan and Bakhtiar 1973:34)
The earliest extant gardens are those of 10th to 15th
century Islamic Spain.

In some cases these do have

pathways, but not through the green garden areas, these are
sunk down and separated into four sections by elevated wide
walkaways that are on a cruciform plan, and have a fountain
at the naos, or center.

(See Brookes 1987:46).
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CHAPTER 7
THE ISLAMIC HOUSE
We now turn to the Islamic house, specifically the
mansions of urban Cairo from the 16th to 18th centuries.
The houses have a central courtyard, with the jogged
entrance first right, then left (as in the ancient Egyptian
houses) so that one may not see into the courtyard from the
street. (I would suspect this is also to foil any evil
spirits lurking "outside", and prevent them from "entering"
the dwelling.)
house.

This is the only central focus for the

The rooms are arranged variously around it, usually

on two floors.

Open balcony rooms look into it, facing

always north, with the private family quarters (the harim)
opposite.

Within the house there is no linear arrangements

of focal points to rooms in relation to halls or other
rooms, and the room layout patterns here vary greatly.

The

courtyard is the focus of the house, although again like the
garden (in the largest mansions and palaces), it is
generally only looked into, and if used only the edges
provide seating, or an iwan built into one wall and raised
up on a dais (a takta hoosh) provides a viewing platform
(see Briggs 1974:150).

Like the courtyard in the mosque,

the family courtyard is always a square and may contain a
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central fountain.

It may also contain a tree or well but

never in the center (see Salam-Liebich 1983:175).

In all

the photos or places I have been I have never seen a tree in
the center of a courtyard, with the one exception of the
glorieta of Moorish Spain which is an open air "room" of
clipped hedges at the center of a garden7.

It is

interesting to note that trees were the sacred god of the
tribes around Mecca, the pagans The Prophet Mohammed railed
most fiercely against.

By not putting a well, tree, flowers

or bushes at the center of a courtyard, whether in mosque,
house, mandarah or qa'a (see below) there is a sense of the
central portion having an inestimable value and a religious
connotation.
The main rooms of the house are the two reception
rooms, the smaller, the mandarah, always on the ground
floor, and the larger the qu'a which could be on ground or
second floor.

(for this and below Cairo Today, March 1987:

cover, Brown 1973:321 and figures 14, and 15).

If the

family were not so wealthy they would have only one, a
mandarah.

The rooms are identical except for the ceilings.

In the mandarah's central portion, which is raised higher
than the surrounding iwans, the roof is flat.
center is always a dome.

7Which

The qa'a's

These raised portions can be up to

in shape, in fact, mimic the Ka'aba in Mecca.
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three stories high.

In one 13th century palace the center

was fifty feet high, the height of the Ka'aba in Mecca.
These formal rooms are made up of two parts, the
dorka'a the raised ceiling center portion, and the floor
raised seating areas of the iwans.
be empty, or contain a fountain.

The dorka'a center may

Occasionally one wall of

it has a built in sideboard or cupboard.
is always kept clear.

But the floor area

The iwans, two to four in number,

have a cosmological significance.

If some iwans are larger

than others in the same room it will be the east and west
that are larger.

(after Briggs 1974: 148-153)

This

suggests a significance to the cardinal directions and gives
meaning to the dorka'a as a focus or central place like the
courtyard.

(see figure 14)

One enters the room through the dorka'a and proceeds to
the iwan, where you remove your shoes before sitting down on
the stuffed sofas or large cushions (the divan or diwan)
that line the walls of the iwan.
centrality:

It too has a notion of

you sit around its edges, and any small

furniture, like low tables to serve food, are placed close
to the wall.

The center is always empty of people and

furniture.T
I think that these rooms central portions are simply
covered courtyards (dorka'a) with arms (iwans) and therefore
continue the pattern of concentric circles of sacredness,
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manifested by notions of centricity and the avoidance of the
most holy sacred center of centers.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
In the west we keep some remnant of a notion of
centricity perhaps from diffusion from the Middle East,
perhaps a result of our own concepts.

But a concentration

on centrality and continuum are not universal, and therefore
must both tell us something, and reinforce something in
society.
A sense of the central place does exist in Islam, and
predates it by millennia.

Why has it persisted, even

into modern times (see Khammesh 1986:cover, and pages 7 and
44). And what does it represent?
I think that for Mediterranean cultures, on both sides
of that sea there is a sharing of many common cultural
traits and attitudes.

The seclusion of women (not an

unusual idea in an area torn by millennia of warring), the
sanctity of the home, the family, the neighborhood and the
town in ever widening circles, as one moves from "one of us"
to "one of them", is basic.
I think this principle of a continuum from belonging to
not-belonging underlies the architectural form we see, a
classic second order usage of space.
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But the other side of this is the persistence of the
center as sacred in the religious sense.

Islam, in wanting

to avoid symbolism, could not because the symbolism of the
center was too ancient, too much a part of culture to be
eradicated.

It could be subtle, but it would persist.

What

Islam wanted was a horizontal conception of the world, with
only one vertical access:
figures 2, and 16).

Mecca and its Ka'aba.

(see

But their architecture persisted in

keeping other vertical axes to the heavens, in a first order
manner.

These are manifested in avoidance or non-use of

central areas or of placing an object representing the
heavens, or a vertical axis, at the center.

One could even

say they repeat the sacred Ka'aba in its central place in
the huge courtyard of the Haram-al-sharif in Mecca.

But

this would be imbuing a later religion on an ancient
concept.
I think that here we clearly see spatial patterns
expressing a groups' principles while at the same time those
principles have been shaped by the "primeval Knoll"
isolated, reaching to the heavens, from its watery chaos.
I don't know if people are aware of why they are
avoiding the center of centers:

this would help clarify the

boundaries between first and second order theories of
spatial usage.
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To my knowledge Arab Muslim people today still follow
these concepts in their homes.

Living room furniture is

only placed right against the walls, and coffee table are
placed against sofas and chairs.

The center is left bare.

Likewise table decorations or food presentation is never
centered on a table.

I believe most people would have no

concept of why, but the custom persists.
In the case then of Islamic architecture, I would
conclude that spatial concepts have social meaning, and a
vestigial sacred meaning, the two joined together as an
emblem of ancient culture and religion traits.
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7th century A.D. - personal conumunication Dr.
Hana Kassis, Islamic scholar.
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Figure 11. Cairo: mosque of Ibn Tulun from Briggs 1974:54.

Figure 12. Damietta mosque of Al-muini, 15th century from
Briggs 1974:122
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Figure 13. Cairo: madrassa of Qayt-bay 15th century from
Briggs 1974:123
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Figure 14. Damascus: house of Abdullah Pasha, a domed qa'a
with dork'a and iwan from Briggs 1974:162.

Figure 15. Damascus house in the Turkish style with ladies
in the iwan, from Briggs 1974:163
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